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About a-n

a-n The Artists Information Company is the largest artists’ membership organisation 
in the UK with over 21,000 members. We have been leading and influencing policy 
and sectoral best practice for almost 40 years with our members’ needs, interests 
and concerns always the central focus of what we do. 

We support practitioners and creative freelancers at every stage of their career, 
and across the full spectrum of the visual arts, through impactful and successful 
advocacy and lobbying around artists’ livelihoods and sectoral best practice; 
practical training and artists’ bursaries; specialist benefits and services; and our 
highly respected news, knowledge and information resources. 

Advocacy is central to a-n as a professional representative body. Since 2004 we 
have led the way in best practice in artists’ fees and payments and our guidance 
is the most referenced by visual artists and practitioners in the sector. In the next 
5 years a-n will consolidate its advocacy to positively impact on the lives of artists 
and the visual arts ecology.

We conduct surveys and consultation with our members to evidence 
contemporary artists’ practices, their economic circumstances and working 
patterns. This helps us understand how and where we might intervene best, and to 
develop appropriate and relevant services. 

a-n Post-EU-Referendum Membership Survey, July 2016: Key Findings

In July 2016 we held a quick survey and open call to our members to begin to 
ascertain the depth of impact of the EU referendum vote on a-n membership 
generally (social and cultural concerns) and specifically (financial and practice 
impacts). Within 2 weeks we had over 1,300 responses and a further 452 email 
responses to an open call from AIR Council. Key findings are summarised below:

12% of respondents hold a non-UK passport – the majority from EU countries. This 
tells us a significant number of EU and rest of world artists choose to live and work 
in the UK, and are currently contributing to the UK economy and our cultural offer. 
The high proportion of UK passport holding respondents were deeply concerned 
about the impact that changes to visa, import and export rules could have 
on their ability to develop a career and sustain a livelihood. The majority of all 
respondents anticipated Brexit having a negative impact on their livelihoods.

54% of respondents had travelled to Europe up to 6 times in the previous 12 months 
for their practice or professional development – the majority of these were UK 
passport holders. 

This equates to 10,500 of a-n’s artist members each undertaking a significant 
amount of European travel each year. This reflects the number of opportunities 
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currently available to them across Europe, the relative ease of travel and financial 
transactions, and highlights the lack of opportunities in the UK to sustain this large 
and diverse workforce in isolation.

Travel is, and always has been, a vital element of the working and development 
patterns of artists. Almost 50% thought restrictions to freedom of movement would 
have a negative impact on incomes and a reduction in opportunities with many 
already reporting an increase in the cost of raw materials (by as much as 25%) and 
the cancellation of projects or commissions, through uncertainty or withdrawn of 
EU funding. 

High concern around the potential loss of EU protective legislation – particularly 
in relation to discrimination (70% of our membership are women; 13% have a 
disability or long term health issues).

Concerns around the impact on arts education and intellectual exchange – 5% of 
UK respondents had undertaken some further education in the EU. We know that 
around 7% of the total undergraduate student population for fine art subjects in 
the UK are from the EU1. Barriers to international educational opportunities will risk 
a financial impact to education budgets, and a dilution of the rich intellectual, 
cultural and social exchange that artists currently benefit from at a formative 
stage.

As a workforce, artists are incredibly resilient, self-sufficient and entrepreneurial – 
but there is a tipping point. Most artists work freelance, they are time poor, they 
juggle several part-time low-income jobs (the majority earn less than £10k a year, 
few have a pension). It is a precarious living with little financial or legal protection 
in a largely unregulated market.

We frequently hear about the creative industries’ success story and its contribution 
to the UK economy per year. That success depends on continued investment in, 
and support of, the thousands of individual professional artists who are responsible 
for making the creative content that give our galleries and cultural buildings 
purpose and relevance.

A Brexit that works for visual artists in the UK

Brexit currently presents huge uncertainties for millions of people. The potential 
loss of key rights such as right to remain and freedom of movement we know will 
hit the working patterns and potential of visual artists very hard. Which is why this 
outcome ‘A Brexit that works for visual artists in the UK’ is featuring as a central 
strand in our advocacy strategy for 2018-222.

1 HESA statistics, 2013/14
2 Launching July 2017


